
ECOTOURISMDOMES





-Deliver memorable interpretative experiences to visitors that help raise 
sensitivity to host countries’ political, environmental, and social climates.
-Recognize the rights and spiritual beliefs of the Indigenous People in the 
community and work in partnership with them to create empowerment.

-Generate financial benefits for both local people and private industry.
-Minimize physical, social, behavioral, and psychological impacts.

-Build environmental and cultural awareness and respect.
-Provide positive experiences for both visitors and hosts.

-Design, construct and operate low-impact facilities.
-Provide direct financial benefits for conservation.

The Principles of Ecotourism



Our Vision
Our vision is to create a 
sustainable and harmonious 
future for our planet and 
its inhabitants by providing 
energy-efficient geodesic 
domes for people interested 
in connecting with nature 
and minimizing their 
carbon footprint. Through 
partnering with organizations, 
communities and individuals 
with this shared vision, we 
support the preservation of 
nature while empowering local 
economies. We envision a world 
that works for everyone, and 
we are proud to offer a product 
which embodies the principles 
of conservation, stability, 
efficiency, and harmony with 
nature. 



History
Founded in Ashland, Oregon 
in 1980 by Asha Deliverance, 
Pacific Domes was born 
amidst the gorgeous coastal 
landscapes of Madre Grande 
in Southern California. What 
began as a simple housing 
solution for members of a local 
monastery has since flourished 
into a global symbol for shelter 
and freedom. For over 30 years 
we have been working with the 
ecotourism industry, providing 
domes on every continent! 
From our backyard on the 
beautiful west coast, to the 
wilderness in the Highlands 
of Tanzania and many exotic 
points in between, our reach is 
global and we intend to boldly 
go where no shelter has gone 
before.



Geodesic Domes
Covering the largest area with 
the least amount of material, 
the geodesic dome structure 
is acclaimed by the American 
Institute of Architects as “the 
strongest, lightest and most 
efficient means of enclosing 
space known to man.” 
Aerodynamic, earthquake-
resistant, portable and  
energy-efficient, Buckminster 
Fuller created the geodesic 
dome as an expression of his 
desire to protect and advance 
all life and provide “more 
and more life support for 
all humanity, with less and 
less resources.” Utilizing the 
dynamics of tensegrity, the 
structure of nature, and the 
synergetic geometry of the 
sphere, the geodesic dome is 
perfectly balanced and creates 
a resonance field with all life 
around it. 



Harmonic 
Architecture
Harmonic architecture is a 
philosophy which stems from 
a reverence for the inter-
connectedness of all life and 
promotes harmony between 
human habitations and the 
natural world. Every geodesic 
dome has a frequency, like 
the strings of a musical 
instrument, which creates 
a subtle harmonic ambient 
vibration which may be 
imperceptible to the senses 
but is uplifting for all biology. 
Many people are rediscovering 
health and healing through 
the harmonically attuned 
architecture of the geodesic 
dome.



RESILIENT
Our Eco Domes utilize the 

strongest architecture known
to man. Easily sustaining high 

winds, heavy snow loads, and even 
earthquakes, the long-lasting and 
durable galvanized steel frame is 

engineered to withstand extremes 
in any climate or environment.

EFFICIENT
Geodesic domes require 30% 

less energy for climate control 
and require far less material to 

construct than conventional 
structures. Domes are a greener 

alternative to traditional
building design.

SEMI
PERMANENT

The strongest, lightest, and most 
efficient structure known to

man, geodomes are built to last.
Fully customizable, the dome of 

your dreams can become a reality 
which will be cherished and 

enjoyed for generations.



PORTABLE
 

Geodesic domes pack up tight for 
easy shipping and transportation. 

They are designed to assemble 
and disassemble in a matter of 

hours while maintaining structural 
integrity and durability.

Using the minimum amount
of resources to enclose the 

maximum amount of space, 
geodesic domes exhibit a core 

principle of sustainability by doing 
more with less. This advanced 

design is gentle on the local 
ecosystem and minimizes its 

environmental impact.

AFFORDABLE
Costing less per square foot than 
traditional buildings and creating 

far less material waste during 
construction, the efficiency of our 
domes reflects in added value and 

affordability for our clients. 

SUSTAINABLE



Start  your own Eco Resort 
A Great Investment  Opportunity: Energy efficient, environmentally friendly, resilient, and 
versatile, our beautiful domes provide world-class comfort and luxury with a minimal carbon 
footprint. You can have one of our elegant domes for a fraction of the cost of virtually any other 
semi-permanent portable structure. Leave no trace in one of the strongest structures on the planet.   
One of our clients purchased two 24 foot domes to get their glamping eco resort up and running. 
Within one week, they were booked for an entire year, and in only three months the cost of their 
domes and all the furnishings were entirely paid off! By the end of the year, they celebrated a 300% 
profit margin on their original investment.





ECOVILLAGES
In 1998, ecovillages were first officially named
among the United Nations’ top 100 listing of Best Practices
as excellent models of sustainable living. An ecovillage is an intentional
community which uses local processes to holistically integrate ecological,
economic, social, and cultural dimensions of sustainability in order to regenerate
social and natural environments. Aligned with Pacific Domes’ vision of global sustainability 
and commitment to education and personal empowerment, Ecovillages around the world have 
found our shelter domes to be the perfect eco-friendly communal space and housing solution.





Eco Resort  - Asilia, Africa



 

Ferme Des Etoiles - France

Eco Resort  - Asilia, Africa



ECO RESORTS
Good for your stress levels and for the environment,
these destinations are both tranquil and invigorating, often
featuring spa services and complimentary yoga classes alongside
wilderness tours and sporting activities of all kinds. It’s a vacation you can
feel good about, from a highlands safari through one of the most unique ecosystems
on the planet, to a world class ski resort in the majestic mountains of Switzerland, all are
committed to preserving the surrounding land, benefiting local communities and employing local staff.





Asilia - African Safari
Nestled in the jungle-forest on the edge of the Highlands of Tanzania’s 
Ngorongoro Crater, Asilia offers a wide range of ecotourism opportunities 
including wildlife safaris into the iconic crater, trekking adventures in the Rift 
Valley, and day hikes through the Serengeti Plains. Complete with luxurious,
world-class accommodations provided by our Shelter Domes, all needs are 
provided for in abundant comfort and style. 





Eco Resort  - Asilia, Africa
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Eco Camp Patagonia - Multi Sport Adventure
A truly action packed adventure in Torres del Paine, Cycling, kayaking, hiking, Patagonian horseback 
riding are all included! EcoCamp is situated in the very heart of Torres del Paine National Park and 
provides the region’s first fully sustainable accommodations, complete with green technology.
Guests enjoy guided treks and wildlife excursions by day, and share meals with new friends by night 
before falling asleep gazing up at the star-filled sky through the dome ceiling. Wake up in the middle of 
the Patagonian wilderness in a cozy geodesic dome, with a panoramic view of the majestic Torres del 
Paine, ready to hit the hiking trail!
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Eco Camp  - Patagonia, Chile



 



Amazing Escapes, Bolivia - Salar de Uyuni
Situated in the altiplano of southwest Bolivia, the Uyuni salt flats are famous for becoming the 
world’s largest natural mirror. Truly an amazing escape for reflection and connection with nature, 
the luxurious experience of staying in geodesic domes reinvents the magic of camping under the 
stars and turns adventure into a unique journey where wilderness is fully experienced without ever 
compromising comfort.





Amazing Escapes 



Amazing Escapes 
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Ridgeback Lodge

Kitchen & Bathroom Ideas



Ridgeback Lodge

Asilia Africa

Mile End Glamping



Strandkai Beach Resort - Germany
A cluster of domes set up right on the beach in Hamburg, Germany, Strandkai is a 
resort with a gorgeous and relaxing environment both inside and outside. With a 
spa, communal area, dining dome, and lots of room to enjoy the beach experience, 
Strandkai is a premier European vacation destination.





Strandkai Beach Resort
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Strandkai Beach Resort - Germany





“The more for whom you seek to serve, the greater effectiveness you will have.”
-R. Buckminster Fuller





GLAMPING
When you’re glamping, there’s no tent to pitch, no sleeping bag to unroll 
and no fire to build. This is the way to experience the great outdoors 
without sacrificing luxury. Offering a fabulous alternative for
unforgettable experiences close to nature, glamping domes
are becoming increasingly popular with adventure
outfitters and glamping resorts alike.





Ridgeback Lodge -  Canada



Domaine Arvor - France



Mile End - Australia
Located in Western Australia on a unique 144 acre estate, Mile End Glamping 
offers a premium camping experience with views of one of the most
beautiful areas in the region. Set up perfectly for two people,
each geodesic dome is luxuriously outfitted with a private
bathroom, kitchen, king-size bed, and spa.





Mile End  Glamping 



Mile End  Glamping 

Mile End  Glamping 



Fforest - UK
Fforest is a dream of the inspiration 
and beauty of the great outdoors. Combining 
ethically sourced material, period pieces, and the 
work of local artists, they have created relaxed, cozy, and 
comfortable experiences inside our gorgeous glamping domes.



FForest 

FForest 

FForest 



Escape Podz - UK
Set in the middle of a private two acre field in Cornwall, England,
the Escape Pod boasts a breathtaking panoramic view of the sea and 
surrounding countryside. With two bedrooms, a large bathroom, spacious 
living area, fully stocked kitchen, and even a 200 year-old olive tree, this is 
a geodesic dream home away from home. 



Escape Podz 

Escape Podz 



Domaine Arvor - France 
Heated by a large wood stove, the glamping dome in the French resort of 
Domain Arvor allows you to stay comfortable all year round. Complete with 
a private hot tub on the terrace, and an incredibly comfortable floating bed 
inside and furnished with antique furniture from the 1950’s, this is a very 
unique glamping experience! 



Domaine Arvor

Domaine Arvor



Glisten - France 
Picture yourself in a striking, spacious, luxurious dome. This is not 

camping as you’ve ever known it. Hanging beds for the children, Fatboy 
bean-bags for all, king-size beds and high-quality mattresses, covered
al fresco dining from a state-of-the-art ‘plancha’ gas cooker, room for 

everyone: this is camping with space, solidity, comfort and style. 



Glisten, France

Glisten, France



AirBnB
Air BnB is a growing trend which is picking up traction all over the world.
With more individuals taking advantage of a little extra room in their 
backyard for geodesic dome suites, these efficient structures
pay for themselves in a short amount of time!





Chilean Elqui Valley AirBnB- Chile
“My friends and I had a wonderful time staying in the geodesic dome that looked like 
an igloo. What an amazing space! The dome is super cool, comfortable,
and it’s brilliant sleeping with the lid open under the stars.
Waking up in the dome with the misty morning view
of the Elqui Valley is incredible. Certainly
an experience we will never forget.
We will definitely be back!”



Elqui Valley AirBnB
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Catskills AirBnB - New York 
“My stay in the Geo Dome was amazing! The incredibly spacious dome
offers the perfect glamping experience, letting you fall asleep to
visions of stars and wake up with a gorgeous view of the sun
peeking out behind the trees! I recommend the dome
to anyone looking for a personal getaway or a
place to gather with friends. We loved
it so much we didn’t want to leave.”



Catskills AirBnB
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Asheville AirBnB - Virginia 
“This was my first autumn night sleeping in the Dome,
and it was soooo awesome! Seeing the stars
though the bay window was incredible and
listening to the crickets chirping and the
slap of water against the docked boat
was so peaceful. It’s a wonderful
experience. I didn’t know it
could be this good.”



Asheville AirBnB



WINTER RESORTS
Whether skiing through fresh powder, or relaxing with friends in the lodge, Geodesic Domes provide 
a warm and welcoming home base for all winter adventures. Built to withstand the frigid elements 
while providing a warm, welcoming and spacious suite, geodesic domes are ideal for experiencing 
the beauty and splendor of our natural environment while ensuring a high level of comfort in world-
class accomodations.





White Pod Resort - Switzerland 
This alpine eco-resort nestled in the majestic, snow-laden Swiss
Alps offers a relaxing opportunity to connect with nature.
After a day on the slopes and a hearty meal in the dining
chalet, nothing beats the comfort provided by the
15 spacious and warm geodome pods.





White Pod Resort
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Iglu Dorf - Swizterland 
At an elevation of 8,950 ft in Zermatt, Switzerland, Iglu Dorf is an igloo dome village 

built each year right next to the Matterhorn. The dream of every snow enthusiast, 
the hotel, ice bar and thrilling ski slopes  are open for guests from December 

through April in the highest altitude ski region in Europe.



Iglu Dorf 



Iglu Dorf 
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Hotel Pashmina - France 
The rooftop dome has become a well-loved feature at Hotel Pashmina in Val Thorens, France, 
especially for those who want to sleep a little closer to the stars. A haven of luxury on
top of the mountain, five-star accommodations at 7,710 ft provide the perfect
opportunity for rest and rejuvenation after a day on the slopes.



Hotel Pashmina

Hotel Pashmina



YOGA & MEDITATION
Perfect for workshops, retreats, festivals, and daily practice, our fully customizable 
Yoga Domes resonate with subtle harmonic frequencies and are proven
to be ideal structures for yogis and meditators around  the world. 





Suryalila- Spain
Located in Andalucia, Spain, Suryalila is home to 
the Om Dome where regular yoga classes are held, 
providing wellness and upliftment for hundreds of 
yoga students and teachers. The Om Dome has been 
dubbed the most magnificent Yoga Hall in Europe.



Suryalila Yoga Dome

Suryalila Yoga Dome



Ojai Yoga Crib
Nestled in the mountains of Ojai, California, the 36 foot yoga dome 
provides space for classes in breath work, meditation, chanting
and dharma talks. Providing a number of advantages for a
yoga practice, our domes were designed with human
movement and acoustics in mind.





Hot Springs
For soaking n stuff.HOT SPRINGS
Relaxing, rejuvenating and restorative, hot springs provide the 
body with much needed recovery time while immersed in
the healing mineral waters. Used as shelter for guests
and an enclosed space for pools, the geometry of
the dome enhances and harmonizes the
nurturing environment of the springs.

Harbin Hot Springs



Norris Hot Springs

Miracle Hot Springs

Avalon Hot Springs



WEDDINGS
The majestic spaciousness within a geodesic dome creates a cathedral-like
setting for weddings, and the perfect environment for the reception.
Comfortable, beautiful and elegant, a dome elevates the
experience and ensures that this special day
will be forever nestled in the heart!









GREENHOUSE DOMES
Beautifully designed, and inspired by the geometry of nature,
your plants will appreciate being grown in a Greenhouse Dome.
Perfect for extending the growing season into the cold-weather months,
with a dome you receive an abundant return on the time you invest in your garden.





White Pod Resort - Switzerland
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